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Introduction
This guide introduces route maps for filtering in BGP and OSPF.

Route maps offer a complex combination of match criteria and actions. They can be used 

to filter BGP and OSPF routes, to alter the properties of routes as they are installed in the 

route table, and also to alter the attributes in BGP update messages.

Products and software version that apply to this guide

This guide applies to AlliedWare Plus™ products that support route maps, running version 

5.4.4 or later.

To see whether your product supports route maps, see the following documents:

 The product’s Datasheet

 The AlliedWare Plus Datasheet 

 The product’s Command Reference

These documents are available from the above links on our website at alliedtelesis.com.

Feature support may change in later software versions. For the latest information, see the 

above documents.
 x alliedtelesis.comC613-22060-00 REV A

http://www.alliedtelesis.com/library?field_document_type_tid=441
http://www.alliedtelesis.com/documents/datasheet-alliedware-plus
http://www.alliedtelesis.com/library?field_document_type_tid=471
http://alliedtelesis.com
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Structure of a Route Map
Structure of a Route Map

There are various levels of structure within a route map:

 A route map is an entity with a name

 Each route map consists of multiple entries, identified by sequence numbers

 Each entry can consist of multiple clauses

In effect, an entry defines an individual filter. It can have a match clause that defines what 

it will match on, and it can have multiple set clauses that can specify actions to be taken. 

A BGP update packet or a route is matched against each entry in turn. Once an entry is 

found that matches the packet or route, the action(s) associated with that entry is (are) 

performed, and no further entries are considered. 

For example, if you create an entry that will permit an update packet, followed by an entry 

that would deny that packet, the packet is permitted. As another example, if you create 

two conflicting set clauses, the first change is applied, not the second.

 a route map consists of an ordered set of entries

 each entry is configured by commands of the form:

route-map <map-name> permit | deny <sequence number>

<match clause>

<set clause>

There is no command that creates a route map prior to entries being created in the route 

map. Simply, the first time an entry is created for the route map <map-name> then that 

route map comes into existence.

The sequence numbers determine the order in which the entries are applied to Update 

packets.

A route map entry is not required to include a match clause. An entry with no match 

clause will match every Update packet.

There is an implicit “match all” filter at the end of the route map. The action on that implicit 

entry is deny. By default, any update packet or route that does not explicitly match any 

particular entry in the route map will be dropped.

You can change this by ending the route map with a “permit all” clause, such as the 

following:

awplus(config)# route-map <map-name> permit 65535
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Clauses

There are two types of clauses that can be present in a route map entry:

 match clauses, which specify attributes or prefixes to match on

 set clauses, which specify the changes to be made to attribute values

A given route map entry can never have more than one match clause, but it can have 

multiple set clauses.

Configuring a match clause

When you configure a match clause, you can match on one of the attributes listed in the 

following sections:

An AS_Path list 

Once you have made the path list, you can apply it to the match clause of a route map 

entry by using the commands: 

awplus(config)# route-map <map-name> {deny|permit} <seq> 

awplus(config-route-map)# match as-path <list-name> 

This clause will cause the router to go through the entries in the AS_Path list. If one of the 

entries in the AS_Path list matches the AS_Path in the Update packet, and the action on 

that AS_Path list entry is permit, then the packet is deemed to have matched this route 

map match clause. 

The fact that there are two levels of matching going on, and effectively two different uses 

of the permit/deny parameters in the one clause, can be a bit confusing. 

When working out the correct way to configure a clause that matches on AS_Path list, it is 

important to first think about how you are configuring the match criteria within the 

AS_Path list, and then separately think about the actions of the route map entry. 

In particular, it is important to note that in this context, the parameters in the AS_Path list 

do not indicate whether the matching Update packet is being allowed or dropped; 

"permit" and  "deny" simply indicate whether the Update packet is deemed to match or 

not match the AS_Path list. This is different to the case where the AS_Path list itself is 

being used as a filter. 

Just as an example, consider these configurations: 

Case 1: 

awplus(config)# ip as-path access-list example deny ^$ 

awplus(config)# ip as-path access-list example permit 15557 

awplus(config)# router bgp 100 

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.200.201 filter-list example out 
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Case 2: 

awplus(config)# ip as-path access-list example permit ^$ 

awplus(config)# ip as-path access-list example deny 15557 

awplus(config)# route-map rmapexample deny 1 

awplus(config-route-map)# match as-path example 

awplus(config-route-map)# route-map rmapexample permit 65535 

awplus(config-route-map)# router bgp 100 

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.200.201 route-map rmapexample out 

Both of these configurations would cause outgoing Update packets with empty AS_Paths 

to be dropped, and Update packets with an AS_Path containing 15557 to be allowed. 

But, to achieve that in the second case, the AS_Path list has to be configured to permit 

empty paths. This way, the empty path will match the AS_Path list, and be included into 

the route map's action of dropping packets that match the AS_Path list. 

Also, in the second case, the AS_Path list specifically excludes packets whose AS_Path 

contains 15557. Therefore, these packets are not selected by the AS_Path list, and so are 

not dropped by the first route map entry. Therefore, they are permitted by the last (permit 

all) route map entry.

A community list 

Creating 

A community list is a set of entries that specify which community attribute values are 

included in or excluded from the list. 

There are two types of community list: standard and expanded. 

 Standard lists are a just a list of one or more communities. They can be identified by a 

name, a number, or the word standard, and are created by using any of the following 

commands:

awplus(config)# ip community-list <1-99> {deny|permit} {aa:xx|
internet|local-as|no-advertise|no-export}

awplus(config)# ip community-list <list-name> {deny|permit} {aa:xx|
internet|local-as|no-advertise|no-export}

awplus(config)# ip community-list standard <list-name> {deny|
permit}{aa:xx|internet|local-as| no-advertise|no-export}
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If you have more than one community in an entry, separate them with spaces. 

 Expanded lists use regular expressions to specify the communities. They can be 

identified by a number, or by the word expanded, and are created by using any of the 

following commands:

awplus(config)# ip community-list <100-199> {deny|permit} <reg-exp> 
awplus(config)# ip community-list expanded <list-name> {deny|
permit} <reg-exp>

You can have multiple entries in a community list. Entries are unnumbered, so each new 

entry gets added at the end of the list. There is an implicit “exclude all else” entry at the 

end of the community list. 

Applying 

Once you have created a community list, use it in a route map entry by using the 

command: 

awplus(config-route-map)# match community <list> [exact-match] 

The optional exact-match parameter specifies that the communities contained in the 

attribute section of the Update message must exactly match the specified community list. 

If you do not specify exact-match, then the set of communities in the attribute list of the 

Update message must include all the communities in the specified community list, but 

can also include other communities. 

One or more prefixes, by using a prefix list 

Once you have made the prefix list, apply it to the match clause of a route map entry by 

using the command: 

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list <list-name> 

A prefix list can match a subset of prefixes in an Update message. You can use this to 

change the attributes of some of the prefixes in an outgoing Update, without having to 

change the attributes of all the prefixes. 

But, how can this work? Doesn’t an Update message contain just one set of attributes, 

which must apply to all the prefixes in the Update? So how is it possible for some prefixes 

in the Update packet to have their attributes changed, and some not? 

The solution is simple: split the Update message into two (or more) Update messages. If a 

route map entry matches on some of the prefixes in a particular outgoing Update 

message, and has an associated set clause that specifies a change to the attributes for 

those prefixes, then the device splits the Update into two Update packets: 

 one that contains the original attribute values and the prefixes that were not included 

by the route map entry

and

 one that contains the new attribute values and the prefixes that were included by the 

route map entry.
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One or more prefixes, by using an ACL 

An ACL is an alternative to a prefix list for matching a prefix in an Update message. 

Once you have made the ACL, apply it to the match clause of a route map entry by using 

the command: 

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address <acl-number-or-name> 

A next hop address 

You can use either a prefix list or an ACL to specify a next hop address. Once you have 

made the prefix list or ACL, apply it to the match clause of a route map entry by using one 

of the commands: 

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip next-hop prefix-list <list-name> 
awplus(config-route-map)# match ip next-hop <acl-number-or-name> 

An Update message matches this route map entry if the next-hop attribute in the update 

equals an IP address permitted in the prefix list or ACL. 

An origin 

To match an origin, use the command: 

awplus(config-route-map)# match origin {egp|igp|incomplete} 

An Update message matches this route map entry if the origin attribute in the Update 

equals the origin specified in the entry. 

A metric (the MED attribute) 

To match the MED value, use the command: 

awplus(config-route-map)# match metric <med-value> 

An Update message matches this route map entry if the MED attribute in the Update 

equals the value specified in the entry. 
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Configuring a set clause 

If a packet matches the match clause, then the action of the route map entry will be 

applied to that packet. The action might simply be to permit or deny the packet, or it 

might be to update its attributes by applying one or more set clauses. 

Note: When configuring a set clause, make sure you are in route map mode for the same 
route map name sequence number as you used for the match clause. The prompt 
should look like: awplus(config-route-map)# 

A set clause can change any of the following attributes on an Update message: 

AS_Path 

Multiple autonomous system numbers (ASNs) can be added to the AS_Path attribute in 

the Update packet. 

Use the command: 

set as-path prepend <asn-list> 

If adding multiple ASNs, separate them with spaces. 

Community 

Community set clauses give you a lot of control over the Community values in Updates. 

You can: 

Replace the set of Community values in an Update, by using the command: 

set community <community-values> 

Add more Communities to the set of Community values in an Update, by using the 

command: 

set community <community-values> additive 

Remove the Community attribute from an Update, by using the command: 

set community none 

Remove Communities from the set of Community values in an Update, by creating a 

Community list and then applying it in a set clause. 

Use the command: 

set comm-list <list-id> 

Localpref 

This specifies a value to set as the Localpref attribute in the Update message. 

Use the command: 

set local-preference <0-4294967295> 
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Metric (MED) 

This specifies a value to set as the MED attribute in the Update message. You can: 

 Set the MED in an Update, by using the command:

set metric <0-4294967295>

 Increase or decrease the MED in an Update by a specified amount. 

Use one of the commands:

set metric +<amount>

set metric -<amount>

For example, to increase the MED by 2, use the command:

set metric +2

Origin 

This specifies a value to set as the Origin attribute in the Update message. 

Use the command: 

set origin {igp|egp|incomplete} 

Aggregator 

This specifies the Update’s Aggregator attribute. The Aggregator attribute specifies the 

AS and IP address of the device that performed the aggregation. 

Use the command: 

set aggregator <asn> <ipadd> 

Atomic aggregate 

This adds the Atomic Aggregate attribute to the Update. 

Use the command: 

set atomic-aggregate 

Extended community 

This specifies a value to set as the Extended Community attribute in the Update message. 

Use the command: 

set extcommunity {rt|soo} <ext-comm-number> 

The rt parameter configures a Route Target Extended Community. This consists of routers 

that will receive matching routes. 

The soo parameter configures a site-of-origin Extended Community. This consists of 

routers that will inject matching routes into BGP. 
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Next-Hop 

This specifies the next hop for matching routes. 

Use the command: 

set ip next-hop <ipadd> 

Originator ID 

This specifies the Originator ID attribute in the Update message. The Originator ID is the 

Router ID of the iBGP peer that first learned this route, either via an eBGP peer or by some 

other means such as importing it. 

Use the command: 

set originator-id <ipadd> 

Weight 

Specifies a Weight value for matching routes. The Weight value assists in best path 

selection of BGP routes. It is stored with the route in the BGP routing table, but is not 

advertised to peers. When there are multiple routes with a common destination, the 

device uses the route with the highest Weight value. 

Use the command: 

set weight <0-4294967295> 

Dampening 

This is used to turn on BGP dampening and optionally set dampening parameters for the 

routes that match the route map entry. 

Use one of the commands: 

set dampening 

set dampening <reachtime> 

set dampening <reachtime> <reuse> <suppress> <maxsuppress> 

The effect of different combinations of clauses

A map entry could consist of any one of the following: 

 one match clause with an action

 no match clause and one or more set clauses

 one match clause and one or more set clauses

Let us consider each entry type in turn. 
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One match clause with an action 

The effect of an entry that contains a match, but no sets, will be to apply the specified 

action to all Update messages that match the entry. The action can be either permit or 

deny. This is simply a filter —it simply lets Updates through or blocks them; it does not 

alter Updates in any way. 

If the match criterion in the match clause specifies AS_Path .Community, Nexthop or a 

Metric and the action is deny, then whole Update messages that match the criterion will 

be discarded. If the match criterion in the match clause specifies a prefix list or ACL, then 

only the prefixes which match the prefix-list or ACL will be dropped. Those prefixes will be 

removed from the Update message, but other prefixes in the Update message will not be 

removed. 

No match clause and one or more set clauses 

If an entry has no match clause, then it is assumed to match all Update packets. 

It is possible to add one set clause for each type of attribute that can be set. Of course, it 

is not compulsory to add a clause for each of these attributes. If there is no set clause for 

an attribute, the device will simply leave it unaltered in Update packets. 

It is possible to specify a route map action of deny for a route map that includes a set 

clause, but then there is no point in having defined any attributes to be set, as the routes 

are going to be discarded anyway. However, this is a neat way of turning a clause on or off 

without destroying the configuration entirely. 

Note: Once you have created an entry that has no match clause, there is no point in 
adding any more entries below that one, as this entry will match all packets, and 
the entries below it will never be considered. 

A match clause and one or more set clauses 

The most general case is for an entry to have one match clause (it can never have more 

than one match clause) and a number of set clauses. Obviously enough, such an entry will 

apply the activities defined by the set clauses to only those Update packets or prefixes 

that are picked out by the match clause. 

Particular mention, though, has to be made of the case where the match clause specifies 

prefix list or ACL as the match criterion, and the route map is being applied to outgoing 

route Updates. The intention of such an entry would be that the attribute values specified 

in the set clauses be applied to only those routes that are contained in the prefix list or 

ACL specified in the match clause. 

What happens when there is an outgoing Update message that contains several prefixes, 

some of which are selected by the match clause and some of which are not? Given that 

an Update packet contains just one set of attributes, it is not possible to say “Change 

some of the attributes in the packet, but make them apply to only some of the prefixes 

contained in the packet” The attributes in an Update packet must apply to all the prefixes 

in the packet. The only solution is to break up the Update packet. The device creates one 
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packet that contains the original attribute values and the prefixes that were not specified 

in the match clause of the route map entry. Then the device creates another packet that 

contains those prefixes of the original packet which did match the prefix list or ACL in the 

match clause, but with modified attribute values.

Figure 1: BGP splitting an outgoing update
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BGP: Applying Distribute, Path, Prefix, and 
Route Map Filters to a Peer 

An ACL to filter incoming 
route Updates:

A path list to filter incoming 
route Updates:

A prefix list to filter 
incoming route Updates:

A route map to filter 
incoming route Updates or 
alter their attributes: 

An ACL to filter outgoing 
route Updates:

A path list to filter outgoing 
route Updates: 

A prefix list to filter 
outgoing route Updates: 

A route map to filter 
outgoing route Updates or 
alter their attributes:

Distribute filters, path filters, prefix filters, and route maps can all be applied to a BGP peer 

configuration for both incoming and outgoing Updates. However, you cannot combine 

distribute filters (ACLs) and prefix filters. 

First, enter BGP router mode for the AS. The prompt should look like: 

awplus(config-router)# 

Then use the following commands:

You can also use an AS_Path list, prefix list or ACL in a route map, instead of applying it 

directly as a filter. 

If you configure multiple types of filter, the device applies the route maps last. This is true 

in both the incoming and outgoing directions. 

Table 1:  Commands used to configure incoming and outgoing updates

TO APPLY USE THE COMMAND

neighbor <ipadd> distribute-list <acl> in 

neighbor <ipadd> filter-list <list-name> in 

neighbor <ipadd> prefix-list <list-name> in 

neighbor <ipadd> route-map <map-name> in 

neighbor <ipadd> distribute-list <acl> out 

neighbor <ipadd> filter-list <list-name> out 

neighbor <ipadd> prefix-list <list-name> out 

neighbor <ipadd> route-map <map-name> out 
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Example A: Match on a prefix-list and set the route metrics

1. Create a prefix list that matches just 52.0.0.0/8

awplus (config)# ip prefix-list test1 permit 52.0.0.0/8

2. Create a route map to match on this prefix-list, set the metric of matching routes to 665:

awplus(config)# route-map test1 permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list test1

awplus(config-route-map)# set metric 665

3. Configure the route-map to operate on incoming Updates from neighbor 45.45.45.46 

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 45.45.45.46 route-map test1 in

Example B: Match on a prefix-list that denies an entry 

1. Create a prefix list that excludes 52.0.0.0/8, then includes all other routes: 

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list test2 deny 52.0.0.0/8

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list test2 permit any

2. Create a route map to match on this prefix-list:

awplus(config)# route-map test1 permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)# no match ip address prefix-list test1

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list test2

awplus(config-route-map)# set metric 665

Example C: Match on a community list, and apply to a deny entry of a route 
map

1. Create a community list that has no community types specified:

awplus(config)#ip-community-list 1 permit

2. Create an IP access-list that matches ALL routes:

awplus(config)# Access-list 1 permit any

3. Create a route map that has two clauses: one, which denies all Updates matching the 
Community list, and one which permits all else.

awplus(config)# route-map com-deny-test deny 1

awplus(config)# match community 1

awplus(config)# route-map com-deny-test permit 2

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address 1

4. Apply this route map as the route map on the neighbor 45.45.45.46

awplus(config-router)# neighbour 45.45.45.46 route-map com-
deny-test in
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Example D: Matching on a next-hop prefix-list 

1. Create a prefix-list that matches on the neighbor's IP address:

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list nh-test permit 45.45.45.46/32

2. Create a route map with a permit entry that matches on this prefix-list as a next-hop:

awplus(config)# route-map nh-test permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip next-hop prefix-list nh-test

3. Apply this route map as the in route map on the neighbor:

awplus(config)# router bgp 34567

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 45.45.45.46 route-map nh-test in

Example E: Prepending AS numbers 

1. Create a route map that prepends a list of AS numbers to the attribute field of outgoing 
Updates:

awplus(config)# route-map as-list-test permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address 1

awplus(config-route-map)# set as-path prepend 11 22 33

2. Set this as the out route map for the neighbor 45.45.45.46

awplus(config-route-map)# router bgp 34567

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 45.45.45.46 route-map as-list-
test out

Example F: Dropping incoming updates based on community number 

1. Create a Community-list that matches on some Community values. 

awplus(config)# ip community-list 78 permit 55:66

awplus(config)# ip community-list 78 permit 89:89

awplus(config)# ip community-list 78 permit 9999:89

2. Create a prefix-list that matches the route 52.0.0.0/8

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list test1 permit 52.0.0.0/8

3. Set the Community-list to be the match criterion on a deny entry in a route map

awplus(config)# route-map com deny 1

awplus(config-route-map)# match community 78

4. Set the prefix-list to be the match criterion on a permit entry in the route map:

awplus(config-route-map)# route-map com permit 2

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list test1

5. Apply this route map as the incoming filter for the neighbor 45.45.45.46:

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 45.45.45.46 route-map com in
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Example G: ACL-match in a route map to update just a single route out of 
an update 

1. Create an ACL that matches just one route:

awplus(config)# access-list standard marker permit 
192.34.23.32/29

2. Create a route map with one clause that matches on this ACL and prepends an 
AS_Path (and then has another clause the permits everything else).

awplus(config)# route-map marker permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address marker

awplus(config-route-map)# set as-path prepend 7822

awplus(config-route-map)# route-map marker permit 2

3. Apply this route map as the out route map for the peer.

awplus(config-router)# router bgp 34567

awplus(config-router)# redistribute connected

awplus(config-router)# redistribute static

awplus(config-router)# neighbour 45.45.45.46 remote-as 34568

awplus(config-router)# neighbour 45.45.45.46 route-map marker 
out

Figure 2: Command examples of ways to use lists in IP route filtering for BGP

Ways to use lists in IP route filtering for BGP, with generic command examples

Path filters

ip as-path access-list <aslist1> ...
... permit <reg-ex>
... deny <reg-ex>
... permit <reg-ex>

ip as-path access-list <aslist2> ...
... permit <reg-ex>
... deny <reg-ex>

Prefix filters
ip prefix-list <plist1> ...
... permit x.x.x.x/24
... deny x.x.x.x/24

ip prefix-list <plist2> ...
... permit x.x.x.x/24
... deny x.x.x.x/24

Community
lists

ip community-list <clist1> ...
... deny internet
... permit noexport

Entities in the column above are
the possible lists that can be a part
of per-peer BGP filtering.  These lists 
can be applied directly to a BGP 
peer (except for community lists) or 
added to a route map (middle 
column), which is then added to a 
BGP peer (last column).

Route maps

route-map <map2> deny 1
match as-path <alist2>

      

route-map <map3> permit 1
match ip address prefix-list <plist2>

ip route-map <map4> permit 1
match community <clist1>
set comm-list <clist1> delete

route-map <map1> permit 1
match ip address 1

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x prefix-list <plist1> in

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x filter-list <alist2> out

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x filter-list <alist1> in

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x prefix-list <plist2> out

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x route-map <map4> out

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x route-map <map1> out

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x route-map <map3> in

bgp neighbor x.x.x.x route-map <map2> in

ACLs access-list 1 deny x.x.x.x 0.0.0.255 bgp neighbor x.x.x.x distribute-list 1 in
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Applying Route Maps to Imported Routes 
The device is able to redistribute routes into BGP that it learnt by non-BGP means. In 

other words, static routes, or routes learnt by OSPF or RIP can be redistributed into BGP. 

You can apply a route map to this importation process so that the imported routes are 

given certain attributes, or so that certain routes are blocked from being imported. 

The device uses the route map to: 

 Filter routes or set attributes when it imports the routes into BGP

 Set attributes on any Update message in which it advertises the routes

Note that the entries in route maps applied to BGP importing cannot have match clauses 

that match on BGP attributes such as AS_Path or Community. This is because BGP 

attributes are not relevant to non-BGP routes. The route map entries can match on prefix 

list, origin, or next hop, or the route type if importing OSPF routes. 

Syntax 

Apply the route map by using the following commands in BGP router mode for the AS. 

awplus(config-router)# redistribute {connected|ospf|rip|static} 
route-map <map-name> 

Other Uses of Route Maps
You can use route maps in contexts other than filtering routes. Let us look briefly at some 

of the other contexts in which they are used. 

neighbor default-originate 

The command neighbor default-originate instructs BGP to send a default route to a 

neighbor. This command includes a parameter for specifying a route map. 

The route map parameter specifies criteria that must be fulfilled before the device will 

advertise the default route to the neighbor. This lets you configure the device so that it 

only acts as the default gateway for a neighbor if it has learned a route that makes it a 

suitable default gateway for that neighbor. 

Specifically, the device must have learnt a route that matches the permit criteria in the 

route map. If the device does not know of any routes that match the permit criteria in the 

route map, then it will not advertise the default route. 
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neighbor unsuppress-map 

Using the aggregate-address command with the summary-only option, suppresses the 

more specific routes of the aggregate to all neighbors. If you want to selectively leak some 

more-specific routes to a particular neighbor, then this is achieved by using the command 

neighbor unsuppress-map. 

A required parameter on this command is the route map that specifies the set of more-

specific routes to leak. Any route that matches permit criteria in the route map will be 

leaked. 

network 

To redistribute particular BGP routes selectively, use the network command. Instead of 

saying “redistribute all static routes” or “redistribute all connected routes”, the network 

command says “redistribute this particular route”. Of course, the route has to be in the 

routing table before it can be redistributed, so the network command does not say 

“always import this route in BGP”, it says “if this route is in the routing table, then import it 

into BGP”. 

As with other acts of redistribution, the network command has an optional route map 

parameter. This lets you set attributes on the route advertised by the network command. 

You could use the route map for filtering the network, but it would be a little pointless to 

configure the redistribution of this network if the associated route map simply dropped the 

route. 

show ip bgp 

The show ip bgp command takes an optional route map parameter. The effect of 

specifying the route map on the command is that the output shows information only on 

routes that match permit criteria on the route map. 
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Route Map Example for Filtering BGP
This section contains a simple example use of a route map.

You can use route maps to filter incoming updates from a BGP peer. 

In this example, a prefix-list (prefix-list1) on Peer 1 is configured to deny entry of any 

routes with the IP address 1.1.1.0/M (M = 26,27,28). To test the filter, Peer 2 is configured 

to generate network addresses 1.1.1.0/27 and 1.1.2.0/24. 

To verify, use the show ip bgp (BGP only) command on Peer 1; it displays Peer 1 

receiving updates from only 1.1.2.0/24.

Figure 3: Using route maps to filter incoming updates from a BGP peer

Table 2: Peer 1 

awplus#

configure terminal
Enter the Global Configuration mode.

awplus(config)#

ip prefix-list 
prefixlist1 seq 5 deny 
1.1.1.0/24 ge 26 le 28

awplus(config)#

ip prefix-list 
prefixlist1 seq 10 

permit any

Create the prefix-list named prefixlist1 as shown 
opposite. prefixlist1 contains two entries. The first 
entry with a deny action is to not match any routes 
in the 1.1.1.0/24 range that have prefix lengths from 
26 to 28 (inclusive). The second entry allows all 
other routes.
Also note the sequence number (seq 5 seq 10) in the 
prefix-list specifies the sequence for each entry.

awplus(config)#

route-map routemap1 
permit 1

Enter the route-map mode to set the match 
operation.
There is no need for a command that creates a 
route-map prior to entries being created in
the route-map. Simply, the first time an entry is 
created for route-map <name> then that
route-map comes into existence.
The sequence numbers determine the order in 
which the entries are applied to update
packets.

192.168.10.10 192.168.10.11

AS10

Peer 1

AS11

Peer 2
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awplus(config-route-map)#

match ip address 
prefix-list prefixlist1

Set the match criteria. This match criterion on this 
route-map entry is to match the incoming route 
updates against the prefix-list prefixlist1. If a route 
matches the permit criteria of the prefix-list 
prefixlist1, then packets are permitted by the route-
map, since this route-map entry has a permit action. 
Because this is the only entry route-map, all routes 
that are not permitted by this entry route-map will be 
dropped.

awplus(config-route-map)#

exit
Exit the Route-map mode and return to Global 
Configuration mode.

awplus(config)#

router bgp 10
Define the routing process. The number 10 specifies 
the AS number of R1. 

awplus(config-router)#

neighbor 192.168.10.11 
remote-as 11

Define BGP neighbors. 192.168.10.11 is the IP 
address of the neighbor (Peer 2) and 11 is the 
neighbor’s AS number.

awplus(config-router)#

neighbor 192.168.10.11 
route-map routemap1 in

The route-map is now applied as the filter for route 
updates that are received from the neighbor 
192.168.10.11. Routes are accepted from the 
neighbor 192.168.10.11 if they match the permit 
criteria of route-map routemap1.

Table 3: Peer 2

awplus(config)#

router bgp 11
Define the routing process. The number 11 
specifies the AS number of Peer 2. 

awplus(config-router)#

neighbor 192.168.10.10 
remote-as 10

Define BGP neighbors. 192.168.10.10 is the IP 
address of the neighbor (Peer 1) and 10 is the 
neighbor’s AS number.

awplus(config-router)#

network 1.1.1.0/27
Specify a route to be advertised by the BGP routing 
process.

awplus(config-router)#

network 1.1.2.0/24
Specify a route to be advertised by the BGP routing 
process.

Table 2: Peer 1 (continued)
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BGP: Route map filtering example
Here is an example of a set of route maps.

BGP configuration

First, we need to set the router’s ASN and the ASN of the peer.

awplus(config)# router bgp 3816

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 172.26.1.1 remote-as 15557

neighbors are enabled by default.

Route map configuration

Now, we want to limit the routes that we accept from this peer. We will accept the default

route from any community, but will only accept any other updates from community 15557.

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list plist1 seq 1 permit 0.0.0.0/0

awplus(config)# ip community-list 1 permit 15557

awplus(config)# route-map accDef15557 permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)#match ip address prefix-list plist1

awplus(config-route-map)# route-map accDef15557 permit 2

awplus(config-route-map)# match community 1 exact-match router bgp 3816

awplus(config-router)# neighbor 172.26.1.1 route-map accDef15557 in

Next, we want to change the attributes of certain routes before advertising them to the

neighbor 172.26.1.1. For 192.168.2.0/24, we will add to the AS path. For 192.168.3.0/24 

and 192.168.4.0/24, we will add a different set of entries to the AS path, and set the 

community and the local preference. All other routes will be advertised unchanged this 

neighbor.

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list plist2 seq 1 permit 192.168.2.0/24

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list plist3 seq 1 permit 192.168.3.0/24

awplus(config)# ip prefix-list plist4 seq 1 permit 192.168.4.0/24

awplus(config)# route-map outdef permit 1

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list plist2

awplus(config-route-map)# set as-path prepend 1645

awplus(config-route-map)# route-map outdef permit 2

awplus(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list plist3

awplus(config-route-map)# set as-path prepend 65501 63901 43312

awplus(config-route-map)# set community 0:23445 0:33445 no-advertise
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Configuring Route Maps for Filtering and 
Modifying OSPF Routes
Route maps can be applied to OSPF routes as well as BGP routes. Of course, the route 

maps that can be used with OSPF are rather limited in comparison with those that are 

used with BGP, as OSPF route updates do not carry attributes in the way that BGP route 

updates do.

OSPF route maps can be applied to importing:

 OSPF-learned routes into the main IP route table, or

 static, BGP, or RIP routes into OSPF

Filtering cannot:

 remove an entry from the LSA database once the entry has been added

 prevent the router from advertising an entry to interfaces in the same area that the entry 

is relevant to

 prevent updates that OSPF learns from being put into the LSA database

 change the properties of an entry in the LSA database

This is because OSPF shares LSAs between all the routers in an area. The protocol 

assumes that all the routers in the area have shared all the advertisements among each 

other, and that all agree on the state of the complete link state database for the area. If 

some routers in the area are learning, but not advertising, that breaks the OSPF model.

Configuring a match clause

A match clause can match on the following clauses. When configuring a match clause, 

make sure you are in route map mode. The prompt should look like:

awplus(config-route-map)#

Metric

The entry will match all routes whose metric is equal to that specified in the clause.

To match a metric value, use the command:

match metric <value>

Interface

The entry will match all routes learned via the specified VLAN.

To match a VLAN, use the command:

match interface <vlan>
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External route type

The entry will match all routes of either Type 1 External or Type 2 External. 

To match a route type, use the command:

match external {type-1|type-2}

A prefix, by using a prefix list

The entry will match one or more route prefixes.

Once you have made the prefix list, apply it to the match clause of a route map entry by 

using the command:

match ip address prefix-list <list-name>

A prefix, by using an ACL

An ACL is an alternative to a prefix list for matching route prefixes.

Once you have made the ACL, apply it to the match clause of a route map entry by using 

the command:

match ip address <acl-number-or-name>

A next hop address

The entry will match the route’s next hop.

You can use either a prefix list or an ACL to specify a next hop address. Once you have 

made the prefix list or ACL, apply it to the match clause of a route map entry by using one 

of the commands:

match ip next-hop prefix-list <list-name>

match ip next-hop <acl-number-or-name>
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Applying route maps in OSPF

To specify a route map to be applied to static, BGP, RIP or connected routes as they are 

imported to OSPF, use the commands:

router ospf

redistribute {bgp|rip|connected|static} route-map <map-name>

Note that if you want to filter OSPF routes as they are imported into the main IP route 

table, you need to use a distribute filter instead of a route map. 

Use commands like the following:

router ospf 88

distribute-list list1 in
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